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A TAILORED SOLUTION
After slow progress through a
different service provider, the
business needed a trusted partner
and turned to Comvergent upon
hearing of their specialist technical
knowledge and ability to provide a
tailored solution.

As part of their Mobile
Infrastructure Project (MIP)
deployment activities, a leading
UK communications infrastructure
company required a trusted
partner to provide accurate test
data and reporting throughout the
MIP lifecycle.
This vital data would enable
the organisation to ensure that
investment and effort was targeted
towards the correct geographical
areas and would also confirm
that the planned network would
perform according to the design
criteria. Not only this, but the data
also allowed milestone approval
and sign off and in doing so, met
The Government’s requirements.

THE

After listening to their client’s
requirements, Comvergent put
plans in place to deliver the
following services:
>>

2G voice coverage testing of the
existing services

>>

Carrier wave transmission and
coverage testing for candidate sites

>>

2G, 3G, 4G voice and data coverage
and performance testing of new sites.

OVERCOMING CHALLENGES
Despite a tight deadline, Comvergent
were able to deliver the contractual
number of sites by utilising two
teams of test technicians working
in parallel, with a back-office team
planning activities and producing
reports; this resulted in 83 tests
completed in one month alone.
The locations of the tests were spread
across Britain, with many located in
the most extreme points of the UK.
Thanks to Comvergent’s nationwide
presence, they were able to place
engineers in the required positions
quickly and cost effectively.
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A SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME
Thanks to a successful project,
the client was able to meet key
funding milestones and could make
informed suitability decisions, prior
to any build work taking place.
The project also enabled 2G, 3G & 4G
connectivity across all networks in
areas that previously had no or very
poor connectivity, benefitting rural
economies
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